Statistics on Sept 2019 Lecture
219 delivered, 152 opened; 0 bounced, (69) clicks, 75 Responses
Tantrums and Tiaras-Backstage at the Royal Opera House by Nigel Bates
Q1

Q3

Which of the following criteria
describe the lecture?
Subject was well researched
Informative content
Related to title
Organised structure
Relevant images
Good quality images
Total Responses
How did the Lecturer respond to
questions?
Responded well
Did Not Respond well
Not applicable

Q2
72
66
59
62
60
65
75

Total Responses
Q4

71
1
0

72

Which of the following describe the lecturer’s
presentation?
Clear and audible voice
69
Confident presentation
69
Managed equipment well
63
Managed time well
63
Rapport with audience
60
74

How do you rate the lecture?
Outstanding
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Passable
Poor
Answered

34
34
4
3
0
0
75

Q5: Please use the space if you wish to make any further comments. (37responses)

1. Excellent start to the new programme. Delivered with humour.
2. Being slightly deaf found his voice a bit difficult to hear. Inclined to drop it at the end of
sentences.
3. It was difficult to see the images on screen due to the light in the auditorium, one window had
no curtain, and some of the lights were on.
4. Re Q 2: without the loop and my hearing aids I would have struggled to hear. As it was these
functioned well this week
5. interesting lcture but found that the lecturers voice was was rather indistinct.
6. Lecturer’s voice not entirely audible for the older members of the audience. Maybe the volume
could have been slightly louder.
7. Thoroughly enjoyed lecture, something different which was fascinating.
8. One of the best lectures I have been to at Arts Society- interesting and humorous
9. Not clear what was going on in some of the photos, which were unclear, though most were ok
10. I was sitting near the front but unfortunately could not always hear, especially when he
dropped his voice.
11. I greatly enjoyed the lecture, but I did find the lecturer's voice/diction dropped sometimes at
key points e.g.the name of the star. However famous the stars are, I do not know them all &
could not always catch the name.
12. It made on aware that behind excellent performances a lot of hard graft and attention to detail
is required. Most enjoyable.
13. An excellent start to the new season, this lecture was fascinating, beautifully presented with
excellent examples, humour and good pace. Thank you
14. Very enjoyable
15. Really enjoyed this lecture. A great start to the new season
16. A very enjoyable, relaxing morning.
17. Please write 'relevAnt images'
18. Sometimes difficult to hear. Otherwise very enjoyable.

19. This was a brilliant start to the new season and from the response in the hall everyone
enjoyed it.
20. Good lecture & much enjoyed at the beginning of the Year's syllabus.
21. Best yet
22. "No comment" on questions is because I cannot hear them! I never can and never have and
so it goes on!
23. The sound from the projector was woolly - not crisp. It detracted from the videos illustrating
the talk. It was unfortunate that no curtains were on the window nearest the screen. Under the
circumstances, the slides showed pretty well. There were times when the speaker talked a
little too fast and was not totally audible.
24. Excellent clear delivery, interesting content, very knowledgeable and passionate about the
subject.
25. The lady sitting next to me expected to see a lot of costumes and glittering jewels.
26. Not as many anecdotes as I would have hoped for
27. What a wonderful blend of visual & audible slides!
28. Content was well delivered but a bit unremarkable
29. Was so informative and quite different from the usual lecture format.
30. Hugely enjoyable and well illustrated, both with images and audio.
31. He was very personable and had structured a very enjoyable lecture. His lovely warm and soft
voice unfortunately did not project well. Nevertheless he was very entertaining and
informative. I enjoyed the lecture.
32. Was sitting near the back and did not hear every word. Speaker’s voice not clear enough.
33. A highly informative lecture delivered with humour.
34. Lecturer occasionally mumbled towards the end of a sentence. However, this was only
occasionally and did not detract from the lecture as a whole
35. Had a little difficulty with the sound level of the speaker. However, thoroughly enjoyed his
lecture
36. As I sat at the back I had to concentrate intently to hear properly - my fault!
37. Couldn’t quite Hear all he said -tendency to mumble with his head down from time to time. I
was sitting in the third row from the front so there should not have been a problem.

